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The New Republic
Why Gaza Matters by Yossi Klein Halevi
How the fighting in Gaza will affect Israeli politics, Iranian nuks, moderate Arabs, and
the future of the two-state solution.
Post Date Monday, December 29, 2008
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Arab Israelis: The fragile but enduring web of decency that connects many Jewish
Israelis and Arab Israelis is once again being put to an almost impossible test. Even
now, Arabs and Jews continue to work together, and Arabs continue to shop in Jewish
areas. The anguish among Israel's one million Arab citizens regarding the fate of
Palestinians in Gaza needs to be respected by the Jewish majority. But Arab Israelis
also need to understand the desperation of their Jewish neighbors. Instead, Arab
members of the Israeli parliament have placed the entire blame for the conflict on
Israel, in effect siding with Hamas and Iran.

RELATED CONTENT
Oren (12/28/08): The Fighting In Gaza Finally Provides Israel With A Chance To
Embark On A Lucid And Realizable Policy There
Rosner (12/28/08): Why Israel Wants The War In Gaza To Be Brief

For those of us committed to Arab integration into Israeli society and national identity,
these are depressing times. The extremists among Israeli Arabs and Jews are setting the
tone, and reinforcing each other's argument about the impossibility of coexistence.
Without strong countering voices on both sides, the big winners will be the Yisrael
Beiteinu party, which sees Arab Israelis as a fifth column, and the pro-Hamas Islamic
Movement, which is inciting some Arab Israelis to violence. In the Arab Israeli town of
Um El Faham, several hundred people threw molotov cocktails at a Jewish couple who
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pulled into a gas station there and barely escaped a lynching.

Israeli Elections: As of now, Israel is scheduled to hold elections in February. But
though no one is saying so out loud, those elections will probably be postponed if the
conflict escalates. The good news is that a national unity government will almost
certainly be formed, allowing a measure of consensus to compensate for the thinness of
this generation's Israeli leadership. The bad news is that we may be stuck with Prime
Minister Ehud Olmert.

Ehud Barak: So far, the Gaza operation is being conducted above the the political
fray: Likud leader Benjamin Netanyahu, for example, readily approved the attack even
though his opponents in Kadima and the Labor Party will likely be rewarded by voters
for their military resolve. Still, nothing in Israel, even war, is ever entirely immune to
political considerations. It's likely just a matter of time before Kadima's Olmert and
Tzippi Livni and Labor's Ehud Barak begin arguing over who deserves the most credit
for the war on Hamas.

As it now appears, Barak is the big beneficary among the public. Only days before the
operation, Israeli television's leading satirical program, "It's a Beautiful Country," ran a
scathing routine portraying Barak as a poor imitiation of Yitzhak Rabin, singing in the
public square for "calm"--the term used for the ceasefire with Gaza--the way Rabin
sang for peace. "Bring calm upon us," Barak sang, mimicking a Hebrew prayer for
peace. Barak's image in the public not only as a failed defense minister but as a deeply
flawed human being was so total that Labor had to resort to a campaign of negative
advertising about its own candidate--"He's not nice," read one Labor poster, "He's not
friendly" read another--but, both added, "He's a leader." Now Barak has proved himself
a competent defense minister. He's still not nice, but that may work to his advantage.

Gilad Shalit: At a recent mass rally in Gaza, Hamas put on a play about Gilad Shalit,
the kidnapped Israeli soldier. The character playing Shalit pleaded to be returned to his
mommy and daddy, as members of the audience laughed. For Israelis, it was one of
those formative moments of resolve, a reminder of the nature of the enemy Israel faces.

Still, one reason why Israel may refrain from all-out war against Hamas is concern for
the fate of Shalit. It's difficult to overestimate how sensitive the issue of Israeli POWs
remains in Israeli politics. Livni provoked a demonstration outside her home when she
said recently that Israel may not be able to bring Shalit home. Gilad Shalit is everyone's
son. In any argument over whether Israel should pay the exhorbitant ransom demanded
by Hamas--the release of hundreds of Hamas murderers in Israeli jails--inevitably
someone will say, "And what would you do if he were your son?"

So long as the operation remains limited, Hamas will keep Shalit alive. And if there is a
new cease-fire, Israeli leaders will insist on including Shalit in the deal--and without
emptying Israeli prisons of the terrorists responsible for the worst atrocities of the
second intifada.
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Israel and the international media: Israel cannot afford to lose another public
relations war with jihadists, as it did during the Lebanon war. And so the first point
Israeli spokespeople need to emphasize is that this is not just a war between mighty
Israel and a ragtag militia, but part of an ongoing war with shifting fronts between
Israel and its jihadist enemies, directed from Teheran.

The second point Israeli spokespeople must make is that the accusation against Israel of
using disproportionate force is intended by many critics to prevent Israel from
protecting itself. Tens of thousands of Israeli citizens have been terrorized for eight
years by Hamas's rockets--and it doesn't matter if those have mostly inflicted only
physical and psychological wounds rather than fatalities. In allowing the attacks to
continue for so long--even after Israel withdrew to its 1967 border with Gaza--Israel
has risked losing its deterrence against its enemies and the faith of its citizens in the
country's viability. One recent cartoon in the newspaper Ma'ariv showed an Israeli
family lighting the menorah and singing a Hanukah song extolling the heroism of the
Macabees while outside their window Qassam rockets fell with impunity. For Israelis
living within rocket range from Gaza, it is the government's shameful non-response to
attacks that was disproproitionate.

Next, Israel's spokespeople must challenge the easy notion that the conflict in Gaza is
the latest expression of a "cycle of violence." Israel has accepted the principle of a two-
state solution; Hamas's goal is the destruction of Israel.

Finally, Israel's spokespeople need to be firm in the face of the sentimental journalism
that empowers the jihadists by placing accidental civilian Palestinian casualties at the
heart of the story. Dead civilians are not an Israeli interest but a Hamas interest: In
Hamas's calculation, the more Palestinian victims, the more the world pressures Israel
to stop its operation. Israel's greatest fear is an accidental shell fired at a Palestinian
hospital or school--and that's precisely Hamas's fondest hope. Journalists are obliged to
tell this story in all its anguished detail. But they aren't obliged to reward Hamas's
cynicism by turning the story of Israel's war against genocidal jihadism into a contrived
Israeli war against Palestinian civillians.

--

As I am writing this article, a ground operation appears imminent. That may be
necessary to prevent Hamas from firing rockets at southern Israel, but it will also result
in growing casualties in Gaza. And that will increase international pressure against
Israel and undermine the Israeli domestic consensus on which the success of the
operation depends. The Israeli Zionist left, which so far supports the government, has
resricted its backing to a limited operation. We still don't know what the government
wants to achieve, and what the army believes is achievable. What constitutes victory?
Will we know how to translate military success into political gain? Will the
government be strong enough to resist world pressure, even in the event of a disastrous
accident that results in Palestinian civilian casualties? Most of all, what's required is
patience, and the realization among Israelis and our friends abroad that this battle is
part of the larger war against jihadism that shifts from one part of the world to the
other, and whose outcome will define our generation.

Yossi Klein Halevi is a contributing editor to The New Republic and a senior fellow at
the Adelson Institute for Strategic Studies of the Shalem Center in Jerusalem.
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TNR TALKBACK [94 comments]
Insanity. Absolute insanity. Perpetuating the cycle of violence like this will never make
Israel safe. Gaza is an open-air prison with millions of people living right on top of
each other and off practically nothing but U.N. food rations. Israel should be ashamed
of itself, and so should we Americans for turning a blind eye to it. It's a nuclear power
fighting a colonial war against an impoverished and oppressed people. I'd be fighting
back, too, if Canada uprooted every American in the northeast, forced us all into the
city of Cleveland, cut off our food, built a wall around us, and then started bombing us
because a few of us fought against it. I have all the sympathy in the world for the
innocent Israelis who have died, but what Israel is doing is inhuman. To compare rock
throwing to missile strikes is simply insane.
Patrick

Thank you, Patrick. Your analysis has all the depth of analysis of a bumper sticker, and
is equally shrill. At the risk of making you 'heartsick' (and giving way to another round
of bleating), I feel I must inform you of this sad fact: this is a world in which power
matters, and all sides (yes, even the 'defenseless' Gazan leadership with their tens of
thousands of missles and guns) make their calculations accordingly. Insanity? Yes, how
else can one explain Hamas' actions in the week leading up to the Israeli operation. It's
the closest you'll ever see to Hamas getting on its knees and begging Israel for
anything. And Israel obliged them. Your side would have a lot stronger case if you ever
used words like 'disproportionate' when describing the 100s of missiles fired out of
Gaza after Israel killed three Hamas operatives planting a roadside bomb (in violation
of then existing ceasefire, I might add), which you don't, except in broad 'sympathy for
all the innocent victims of violence' terms. You'd add to your credibility, too, if you
were ever to either cease your knee jerk apologetics for every hateful and murderous
(albeit often ineffective) act of violence perpetrated by Palestinians or other Jew-haters
on Israelis, or to ever take pause to examine or have even the slightest understanding of
Israeli motives and desire for self-preservation. But you don't. Because you're wearing
your ass hat too tightly over your head. You speak of 'colonialism' and 'oppressed
people'. They speak of 'sons of pigs and apes' and 'dejjal' and 'jihad' and 'Protocols of
the Elders of Zion' and apocalyptic struggles against Jews--not Zionists, mind you, but
Jews. And no one is comparing rock-throwing to missile strikes (except you). The
accurate comparison is hundreds of deadly but largely inaccurate missiles, largely
ineffective for anything but terrorizing a large swath of the Israeli population and
provoking it to demand retaliatory action on the part of its govt., but the product of a
great investment of scant energy and resources on the part of the Gazan population; and
on the other hand, the discriminating application of overwhelming (and relatively
accurate) military force against the organization most responsible for the constant
missile firing. You might want to ask yourself why most of the Arab world (including
many Palestinian leaders) is either silent or fully supportive of Israeli strikes against
Hamas. Think about just how disgusted the Arab world must be with Hamas at this
point to support Israeli action against their Arab brethren. But I warn you: you may
have to take off your hat first....
Paul

Patrick, You repeat every tired cliche from "cycle of violence" to "colonial war" to
"rock throwing". You ignore the efforts of Israel and most of the world to try to
implement a two state solution. In short, you are the perfect TNR reading American
leftist. Bravo! See you at the next Cindy Sheehan - Michael Moore - Sean Penn rally!
Chris Kobin
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